
The Ultimate Network AI Platform



Capgemini Engineering introduces an intent-based prescriptive AI platform to realize self-learning networks for 
zero human touch network operation that predicts network anomalies and takes preventive measures in  
real-time using a cognitive feedback loop. Understand 

the terrain
With the advent of 5G and associated technologies like IoT 
and autonomous vehicles, network traffic is forecast to 
grow 10-folds by 2021. It will be extremely difficult for a 
human workforce to analyze exabytes of network data within 
seconds and make decisions in real-time. Telco and IoT service 
providers are looking for a possibility to build a brain for the 
network so that it can think and take care of itself.  
Network AI provides the brain for the network, so it can 
selfconfigure, monitor, manage, correct, defend and analyze 
with zero human intervention. Network AI can predict 
and adapt to its environment, optimize and personalize 
experiences for the user and their specific situations, such 
as at home, work or the gym. Network AI has enormous 
potential. According to a recent PwC report, AI is poised 
to add 15.7 trillion USD to the global GDP by 20301.

NetAnticipate uses best-in-breed AI deep-learning algorithms 
for creating self-learning closed-loop automation.  
It orchestrates various deep-learning algorithm to identify 
network anomalies in real-time, forecast anomalies in the 
future using multivariate time series analytics, and prescribe 
preventive action to fix anomalies before they can start 
affecting the network. Actions taken are improved upon 
over time through deep reinforcement learning techniques. 
Reinforcement learning uses a paradigm for sequential 
decision making under uncertainty, based solely on rewards 
and penalties from the previous action it had performed in  
the network. NetAnticipate provides an AI Marketplace to 
create, publish, store and search reusable deep-learning 
models. These models are consumed as microservices for 
prediction on various target platforms at the edge of  
the network.

1. PriceWaterhouse Coopers, AI to drive GDP gains of $15.7 trillion with productivity, personalisation improvements, 

2017, https://press.pwc.com/News-releases/ai-to-drive-gdp-gains-of--15.7-trillion-with-productivity--

personalisation-improvements/s/3cc702e4-9cac-4a17-85b9-71769fba82a6

Feature Highlights Customer Benefits Top Use Cases

• Intent-based prescriptive 
analytics

• Model-driven streaming 
telemetry

• Cognitive closed-loop automation

• Advanced deep-learning 
algorithms

• Transfer learning and AutoML for

• Speed and agility

• Cloud-native architecture

• 5G-ready use cases

• Reduced service outage

• Enhanced customer experience

• Faster and optimized service 
rollouts

• Reduced OPEX

• Reduced customer churn

• Upto 40x cost savings

• Predictive maintenance

• Failure root cause analysis

• Intelligent service rollout

• Intelligent service orchestration

• Network slice management

• Subscriber churn prediction

• Network intrusion detection

• Intelligent capacity planning
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Build for the  
next step
Capgemini Engineering NetAnticipate has realized  
Network AI to help CSPs and NEMs to address the  
5G network management challenges. It is a highly  
scalable, intent-based and prescriptive AI platform for 
realizing zero-human-touch network operation.  
NetAnticipate analyzes a large number of hidden and 
hierarchical influencers to predict potential network 
anomalies, build autonomous decisions and take preventive 
action. NetAnticipate leverages advance networking ideology, 
intent-based networking (IBN) that allows the application to 
provide its intent to the network and tell it what it wants 

to be done; the how is determined by the network. IBN 
enables IT organizations to move from tedious, traditional 
processes to automated intent, making it possible to manage 
millions of devices in minutes. When tied to AI and ML, 
IBN takes network intelligence to the next level, where it 
is not only able to predict any network anomaly, but also 
prescribe the best action, as intent, that should be used to 
prevent the anticipated network anomaly from happening.

Use cases
NetAnticipate has use cases in two primary areas:

Intelligent service rollout

Builds intelligence into how service is being rolled out.  
For example, how AI is helping in radio network planning,  
fiber optics cable layout, etc.

Intelligent network operation

Builds intelligent automation into network operation using  
AI and ML to minimize the need for human intervention.  
Two main use cases of intelligent network operation are:

A. Predictive Maintenance

Predictive maintenance monitors the condition of the 
network and accurately predicts when problems are going to 
occur by identifying the symptoms of wear and other failures, 
and provides actionable insights. Some of the important use 
cases in this area are:

• Network failure prediction

• Equipment failure prediction

• Network traffic prediction and congestion control.

B. Failure root cause analysis (RCA)

When critical performance issues are discovered, we don’t 
have to manually interpret dozens of data sources to know 
the root cause. AI provides a single problem notification that 
identifies the root cause of the problem. It helps the network 
engineer to focus on fixing the problem, rather than investing 
time tofind the problem.

NetAnticipate also enables key 5G use cases.

Intelligent service planning and optimization

5G offers the possibility of new fan experiences such as live 
4k streaming, 360-degree VR/AR and IoT-driven real-time 
statistics. A dynamic in-motion 5G network can be planned, 
continuously optimized, integrated and assured using 
NetAnticipate. 5G cognitive radio and cognitive SON are the 
offshoots of this use case.

Intent-driven 5G network slice management

Rather than telling what size network slice a service needs, 
it can just provide what is the “intent” behind using this 
slice; for example, immersive gaming, remote surgery, drone 
surveillance, etc. NetAnticipate will determine the right 
size of the slice depending on the traffic conditions, SLA 
requirement, and other factors and then manage its lifecycle.
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Figure 1: The Capgemini Engineering netanticipate framework architecture
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Make your move
NetAnticipate brings significant value to Capgemini 
Engineering customers in five important ways:

• Enhanced end-user experience and reduced customer 
churn through proactive detection of network issues  
and meeting dynamic customer needs

• Higher operational efficiency by simplifying network 
operations and facilitating a consistent,  
error-free network

• Guarantees SLAs to avoid the financial impact of SLA 
penalties and improve brand reputation

• Improved employee productivity by freeing up expert 
resources from day-to-day tasks like debugging and  
root-cause-analysis

• Reliance on trusted and proven telecom expertise, to 
minimize the risk of inadequate solution capabilities and 
gain a competitive advantage

NetAnticipate is solving customer problems in several areas 
ranging from telecom, IoT, satellite, datacenters, security and 
many or applications.

We have seen up to 95% accuracy of the predictions 
performed by NetAnticipate which has helped reduce our 
customer’s OPEX by up to 60%.

Detailed feature list of 
Capgemini Engineering  
NetAnticipate framework

Feature Name Description Technical Details

Input data sources support

Supported data stores

Automation Playbooks

Smart telemetry adaptor

AI Marketplace

Predictive analytics

Prescriptive analytics

NetAnticipate accepts data from various 
sources in the network like OSS, NMS, 
probes and network nodes.

Multiple options are supported to archive 
raw as well as processed data

Wizard-based workflow to simplify  
the creation of automation playbooks  
using data-sources ML models,  
target containers, etc.

Model-driven smart telemetry to observe 
network state through a time series 
datastream based on subscriptions

Catalog system to help the user see  
and consume all the currently available  
AI models published in the  
NetAnticipate platform

Accurate predictions based on the 
orchestration of semi-supervised 
deeplearning and time series algorithms

Granular multilevel prescriptions that keep 
on improving the effectiveness of their 
recommendations based on the outcome 
post application of the prescribed actions

Based on intelligent rule-based engines  
and reinforcement learning

Supervised Learning: Statistical Analysis; 
GLM, Naïve Bayes, Ensembles; Distributed 
Random Forest, AdaBoost, XGBoost, Deep 
Neural Networks; FF, RBF, DFF, RNN, LSTM, 
GRU, AE, CNN, GAN, SVM, NTM, GAN, LSM, 
ELM, DBN, BM, RBM, DCN

Unsupervised Learning: Clustering; 
K-Means, Dimensionality Reduction; PCA, 
GLRM, Anomaly Detection; Autoencoders, 
Additional: AutoML, Word2Vec

Models are archived in standard PMML 
format and continually updated using 
transfer learning

Provides agent with REST interface to 
support PUSH mechanism based multi-level 
smart telemetry

Provides an intuitive graphical user interface 
for selecting and specifying details of 
relevant playbook components

Supported data stores are: Hadoop 
HDFS,MongoDb, Cassandra, MySQL,  
Oracle DB

Supported data sources are: SNMP, 
streaming telemetry, Syslog, sFlow, 
NetFlow, REST, PCAP, CSV
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Feature Name Description Technical Details

Cognitive feedback loop

Anomaly and pattern detection

Model deployment

Streaming data support

Support for AI/ML platform

Dynamic topology view

Intent-based networking

Supported networks

Self-learning and auto-correction with  
an intelligent feedback loop

Highly efficient anomaly detection  
based onunsupervised detection  
clustering techniques

Supports one-click deployment from the  
AI marketplace to the target node at edge  
or cloud

Data streams are securely and reliably 
received from remote systems in real time

NetAnticipate supports multiple popular 
open-source libraries for AI modeling  
and data management

Fetches details of the network topology 
from the network controller and draws  
it on a web UI

NetAnticipate utilizes the intent-based 
network for recommending corrective 
actions indicating “what” action is to  
be performed

Wireline, - optical, IP Wireless – 2G 3G, 4G, 
5G, IoT, industrial, datacenter, etc.

5G - SEA-Core If, N2, N3, N4,  
4G- S5, S6, S8, S1, S11 
IoT - MQTT, COAP, XMPP 
IP - BGP, MPLS, 
Optical, Datacenter and SDN - OpenFlow, 
NETCONF, RESTCONF, YANG, TOSCA, TAPs 
OSS/NMS - SNMP, REST

Supports NEMO, IBNEMO, NIC for SDN 
controllers, GBP for OpenStack cloud, etc

Currently supports topology discovery 
through SDN controller and NFV/MANO 
northbound APIs

Supported the following AI platforms:  
H2O, scikit-learn, PyTorch, Spark,  
Caffe, Caffe2, Keras, TensorFlow, Kafka,  
Logstash, etc

Supports highly scalable and robust  
Lambda and Kapa architectures for 
streaming data support

Supported targets: Docker containers, 
Kubernate, public clouds like AWS, Azure, 
Google Cloud and private clouds like 
OpenStack and VMWare

Currently provides AI models for network 
anomaly predictions like network 
congestion, network and equipment failure, 
network traffic, call drop, subscriber churn, 
QoE drop, etc

Closed-loop automation using AI/ML-based 
prediction, prescription and  
intent-based actions

About Capgemini Engineering
Capgemini Engineering combines, under one brand, a unique set of strengths from across the  
Capgemini Group: the world leading engineering and R&D services of Capgemini Engineering  –  acquired by 
Capgemini in 2020 – and Capgemini’s digital manufacturing expertize. With broad industry knowledge and  
cutting-edge technologies in digital and software, Capgemini Engineering supports the convergence of the physical 
and digital worlds. We help clients unleash the potential of R&D, a key component of accelerating their journey 
towards Intelligent Industry. Capgemini Engineering has more than 52,000 engineer and scientist team members 
in over 30 countries across sectors including aeronautics, space and defense, automotive, railway, communications, 
energy, life sciences, semiconductors, software, and internet and consumer products.

For more details, contact us:

www.capgemini-engineering.com
Write to us at:

engineering@capgemini.com
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